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This summer I had the privilege of working at the Washington State Supreme Court as a judicial 

extern for Justice Mary Yu.  I applied for this position because of my interest in public service.  Justice 

Yu’s entire legal career has been in public service and along the way she has dedicated herself to 

mentoring other lawyers.  Because I did not grow up knowing lawyers and judges, it was important for 

me to work for a judge who has a wealth of legal knowledge and is interested in supporting young 

lawyers.    

The Washington State Supreme Court receives appeals from all over the state on a number of 

issues, criminal and civil.  Cases are accepted for review because they touch on an issue of public 

importance, raise a constitutional challenge, or resolve a conflict between lower courts.  This creates an 

opportunity for significant policy change, so the justices have to consider the potential consequences of 

their decision before they rule.  Many of the cases that come through the court will have an impact on 

vulnerable populations because they address legal issues that these populations frequently deal with, 

such as incarceration, landlord-tenant disputes, worker’s rights, and child dependency.  While I cannot 

get into any details of the cases that were handled by the court this term, it became clear to me how 

much we need legal services that adequately respond to the needs of these marginalized communities.  

There are a number of actions that must be taken in order to achieve a better network of legal 

services for vulnerable populations. One important step would be to increase diversity and inclusion in 

the legal profession. We need more attorneys of color, attorneys with disabilities, LGBTQ attorneys, etc. 

Representation makes a huge difference in one’s perception of the legal system. Working for a judge 

who is mixed race and a member of the LGTBQ community has allowed me to see myself in leadership 

positions. Observing Justice Yu’s commitment to mentoring others has also motivated me to support 

those who are coming after me. I can only imagine how clients would perceive having an attorney who 

looked like them, spoke like them, or had similar life experiences as them. Increasing diversity and 

inclusion allows for more compassionate counseling and can serve to improve access for individuals who 

regularly need legal services.  

Volunteering is a great way to learn about the issues affecting marginalized communities. 

Because advocacy is best done from the ground up, it is necessary to connect with community groups 

who have been doing the work for so long. Being so close to the legislature here in Olympia, I have 

heard of bills being passed without concern for who that legislation might affect. That would not happen 

if community groups were consulted, and a great way to connect with them is through volunteering. By 

observing community groups in Olympia I have been inspired to foster relationships with groups in my 

neighborhood, the International District, because it will allow me to be a better advocate for Asian-

American and Pacific Islander communities.  

 I did not have many opportunities to advocate for mental health awareness, but it was also on 

my mind when I reviewed cases where one of the parties had a mental illness. These cases allowed me 

to consider how mental health is perceived in the legal system and what barriers these parties may have 

in successfully navigating that system. My experience working at Disability Rights Washington last year 

allowed me to engage in deeper conversations about mental health, a perspective that was not raised 



very often. I will continue to bring up that perspective in discussions and learn how to be a better 

advocate for people with mental illnesses, especially those who have intersecting marginalized 

identities.  

 My career interests have been validated and solidified by this externship. Seeing cases come to 

a final appeal (unless it can be appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court) has showed me how important 

adequate representation is from the beginning of the case. I have been able to see how important the 

judiciary is, how it interacts with the legislative and executive branches, and how we can utilize this 

system to protect the rights of marginalized communities. This experience has empowered me to be a 

stronger advocate and to continue pursuing a career in public service as a way to create policy that will 

respond to our society’s most pressing social issues.  


